Wakaki Brick Warehose

as the tangible
1. The Buildings are registered
cultural properties!
You can learn the history and culture of the warehouse!
The shop was built in 1931, and a brick warehouse was built in 1904.

Both of them are designated as a registered as the national tangible cultural property of Japan.
You can visit and watch inside of the valuable warehouse, which is made of an unusual
striped persimmon (Shima-gaki) tree.
There are 8 warehouses in this site, and you can see the history of the warehouse in Kitakata.

2. The Brewery of

Natural Brewed Soy Sauce”

We make “Natural Brewed Soy Sauce” , which is made from Aizu soybeans, wheats, Ako Ama-shi-o (the
special salts), and the water from Mt. IIDE in the northen part of Aizu.
It has been matured those materials in wooden tub at the storehouse for long period.

We also would like to suggest how to use the soy sauce! We have “Da-shi soy sauce” , this soy sauce which
is very match for Tamago-yaki (egg-roll). Thereʼ s another various type of soy sauces in our shop.
We sell the miso & soy sauce in the shop, and here was founded in 1755.

3.

The Nostalgic Showa-Period style Store“Wakaki. Showa-Kan”
Many nostalgic toys and sweets are displayed, and the wall clock sounds ticktack…

There are a lot of good old memories of the Japanese fathers childhood days.
You can buy these items from 10yen!
＊There are nostalgic sweets and classical Japanese goods displayed. And
we also have the old telegraph pole, and the old wall clock.
(Our store open 10:00 am~ 3:00 pm / Store close at Winter･･･December-March )

4. Making and Painting “Akabeko” Class!
You will ﬁnd your own dream through the learning the history of “Akabeko” and painting it.
(Reservation only : available from 5 persons)

“ Making and Painting Akabeko Class”
( It takes about 1 hour. / available from 5 persons ~ max 50persons. 1,080yen/ per person )
w
We welcome the groups! A reservation is required. Please ˜inquire for details)
Homepage http://www.wakaki-kura.jp/

5. “Retro” and “The Souvenir Shop”

Kitakata high school

Oshikiri river park

Please ask us anything about “Retro” of Kitakata , the city of warehouse.
There are natural brewed soy sauce, Da-shi soy sauce, Miso, the local Sake of Kitakata,
Budget hotel
Tamari senbei (rice crackers), Kitakata Ra-men, Japanese miscellaneous goods,
Convenience store
lacquer ware, toys, and sweets are displayed in our shop.
Kitakatacity government office
We can send the shop items to All parts of Japan. (the postage excluded)
Japanese-style hotel
Tohoku Electric Power

wakaki shop
FAX 0241 23 1446
TEL 0241 22 0010
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